EDITORIAL

Readers of *Between the Species* can do the journal an important service by securing subscriptions from libraries. We don't have the funds to bring BTS to the attention of libraries by means of participation in library fairs and conventions. So, won't you please use whatever influence you may have with university or municipal libraries to help build our subscription base? Five hundred library subscriptions would sustain BTS, allow an increase in the number of pages in each issue, and provide for the journal to be typeset. Worthy goals? We think so!

LETTERS

Dear Editors:

With respect to Dr. Bernard Rollin and his comment on telos and genetic manipulation (*Between the Species*, Spring 1986), I wish to express my whole-hearted disagreement with his altruistic implications of applying genetic engineering to make animals "happy in the environments in which we put them." This, as I see it, is one of the fundamental flaws of the genetic engineering technocrat who would indeed engineer animals to make them adapt (i.e., happy) to "factory" farming and other environments that are not conducive to their overall well-being. Furthermore, using biotechnology to make humans, animals, and agriculturally plants more adaptable to increasingly pathogenic (stressful and disease-enhancing) environmental conditions is the kind of interventive, yet profitable, approach that is the hallmark of ecologically unsound agriculture and a medical and veterinary approach to human and animal health problems that ignores the importance of prevention and focuses primarily upon treating the individual and not the whole or system.

In sum, my concern is that genetic engineering will probably be applied as a technological fix to help humans and other living organisms that we value adapt to an increasingly unliveable environment. It is for these reasons that the new biotechnology industry should not be heralded as our salvation.

Michael W. Fox
Humane Society of the United States
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